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My prior experiences teaching technologies  
I am in my second year of teaching; this year I have been working as a TRT in Adelaide, and at the 
beginning of term 3 I started a part-time short-term contract. Last year, I had a 12-month contract in 
a year 3/4 class at Kimba Area School. In the beginning, I did not feel confident teaching technologies; 
it seemed daunting as it was not an area I had a lot of experience in, and my degree only contained 
one subject about technologies. However, one of my colleagues in Kimba was incredibly passionate 
about digital technologies, and provided support to me in designing technologies experiences for my 
students. Her enthusiasm for this area encouraged me to attempt new things and sparked my own 
interest in quality teaching and learning of technologies. It was great to see my students engaged and 
developing skills not only from the Australian Curriculum technologies learning area, but also thinking 
deeply about problems, working together and negotiating, and demonstrating other general 
capabilities. This year, I have mostly worked at one school, and have noticed that most classes do not 
have ‘Technologies’, ‘STEM’ or similar on their timetables. My part-time contract is at this school, and 
I have been interested in learning more about the teachers’ attitudes towards technologies and why 
they appear not to explicitly include technologies in their programs.  
 

Points of interest and highlights from the conference  
For me, one of the highlights of the conference was meeting and engaging with other educators who 
are passionate about learning more about technologies and improving their practice. There was a 
huge variety of teachers and discussing new and old ideas with them was interesting and further 
developed my understanding of what it means to be an effective technologies teacher.  
 

The keynote speakers on both days were highly interesting, as they analysed current practice and 
proposed new-to-me ideas for consideration. The keynote speakers, as well as Helen Connolly, the 
Commissioner for Children and Young People, spoke about the importance of joint decision making 
between young people and adults.  
 

Jillian Kenny and Felicity Furey discussed the skills that may be needed for students to succeed in an 
unknown future, and suggested that developing a mindset to think technologically will be more 
important than technical skills. The components of this mindset included empathy, grit (including 
resourcefulness), adaptability and an ability to contextualise and think critically. On reflection, these 
are the broad, overall skills I have observed students demonstrating across a range of technologies 
activities, rather than more specific process or production skills.  
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Jocelyn Brewer discussed how human behaviour is being changed by consumer technology and the 
implications of this. She was interested in policy surrounding the use of technology, including 
adoption of new technologies and attempted prevention of distractions, such as bans on phones in 
schools. Like Jillian and Felicity, she emphasised the importance of teaching human skills in addition 
to digital skills, and focused on embedding digital citizenship in a meaningful way by using technology 
in intelligent and intentional ways.  
 
Additionally, most of the workshops I attended provided insight into different ways to use 
technologies in schools. On one end of the spectrum was Monica Williams’ presentation on emerging 
technologies and the trial of humanoid robots in several South Australian schools, which was 
fascinating and made me more interested and confident in the idea of using newer technologies in 
innovative ways. On the other hand, Gary and Teresa Pascoe shared how they use picture books and 
a literacy block to engage students in thinking technologically, showing how easily technologies can 
be integrated with other learning areas. A number of other workshops were based around specific 
apps or websites, including ScratchJr, Makers Empire and Flipgrid. These were valuable as they 
provided concrete examples and developed basic skills and experience, making the tools more 
accessible should I eventually use them in my own classroom.  
 

How my learning from the conference will be shared  
I have already shared some of the knowledge I gained at the conference with other teachers not at 
my site, through casual discussions and some demonstrations, and encouraged them to consider how 
technologies learning can benefit their students in a wider variety of ways. 
 

As mentioned earlier, the school at which I currently work appears not to include technologies in the 
curriculum in many ways. This concerns me as I believe that the skills students develop when thinking 
technologically will be valuable throughout their lives and across a wide range of industries. I plan to 
discuss technologies with other teachers in the school to find out about their attitudes and 
capabilities in this area, before developing a plan to integrate technologies as a core part of their 
curriculum and potentially presenting ideas from the conference to all teachers in a staff meeting.  
 

The conference has provided me with concrete ways to help teachers start small, which will hopefully 
develop their self-efficacy and willingness to experiment with new ideas. For example, we could begin 
by jointly planning STEM activities related to picture books and encouraging teachers to use one idea 
per week. All classes in the school have iPads, and students could use ScratchJr to create animations; 
this app provides support to teachers via its website, and does not have many barriers to entry. 
Teachers who have students present long-term work could use Flipgrid to have students create 
progress reports.  
 

Overall, I believe that my attendance at the EdTechSA Conference has substantially increased my 
understanding of the technologies curriculum area, and my capability and confidence in designing 
learning and selecting resources. I hope that my new knowledge will benefit my colleagues and 
students at my site in a similar way to my colleague assisting me last year. 


